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Washington, DC – With the release of Order of the Seers: The Last Seer, author Cerece Rennie Murphy
brings to a close a unique sci-fi trilogy that features a dynamic and diverse array of characters and themes
within a contemporary dystopian society. Given the growing demand from fans and industry professionals
within the sci-fi/comic book community for films, comics and literary works that reflect the full spectrum of
the human experience, Ms. Murphy’s Order of the Seers trilogy stands out as an answer to both the call for
quality literature and diversity within the industry.
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With a storyline that examines the role of evolution, geo-politics and spirituality in discovering the limits of
human potential, Ms. Murphy creates a world in which people who can see the future are hunted and
enslaved for their ability. In Order of the Seers (Book I), the Trilogy begins with a family tragedy that sends
a brother and sister on a perilous journey to escape an organization that will stop at nothing to destroy all that
is left of their family. From there, the story quickly expands into a global conspiracy that extends from the
suburbs of Oregon to the plains of rural Tanzania. Order of the Seers: The Red Order (Book II), continues
the story of the Seers as their freedom reveals a deeper meaning and purpose for their power that could alter
the course of human evolution. The epic conclusion of the Trilogy, Order of the Seers: The Last Seer was
released on September 30, 2014.
With a love of accents and travel that began as a child, Ms. Murphy weaves no less than 8 different languages
and geographical settings throughout the Order of the Seers trilogy. Despite the diverse scope of the novels,
Ms. Murphy explains that, “At its core, Order of the Seers is about the connection between all of us. The
characters that you meet, and hopefully grow to love, come from all different backgrounds and corners of the
world, but they are united in a common struggle, a singular purpose to define and be who they are to the
greatest extent possible. I think that’s a journey most people can relate to and be inspired by.”
Order of the Seers has been well
D received by readers and literary blogs, with Order of the Seers: The Red C
Order making the Amazon Bestsellers list in the Science Fiction category in 2013. Most recently, each book
in the Order of the Seers Trilogy earned a 5-star rating from BTS Reviews, proclaiming the books “one of the
best series I have had the pleasure to read.” The Order of the Seers trilogy is available wherever books are
sold.
Ms. Murphy fell in love with science fiction at the age of seven while watching “Empire Strikes Back” at the
Uptown Theater in Washington, D.C., with her sister and mom. It’s a love affair that has grown ever since.
She earned her master’s degrees in social work and international relations at Boston College and Johns
Hopkins School for Advance International Studies, respectively, and built a rewarding 15-year career in
program development, management and fundraising in the community and international development arenas.
Ms. Murphy lives in her hometown of Washington, D.C. with her husband, two children and the family dog,
Yoda.
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Titles by Cerece Rennie Murphy
The Future is Just the Beginning….
What would you do if you held infinite power in the
palm of your hand?
The Order of the Seers trilogy poses this question within
a story that fuses action, mystery, and romance into a
science fiction adventure that keeps you at the edge of
your seat.
Captured and enslaved for their extraordinary gift, a
group of individuals, known as Seers, are forced to serve
a ruthless world organization that uses the power of the
Seers to exploit the ultimate advantage: knowing the
future. While a brother and his Seer sister fight to evade
the group that hunts them, an unlikely captured Seer
plots his escape from within the organization and sets off
a chain of events that will change the world.
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The journey begins with Order of the Seers (Book I) and
continues with The Red Order (Book II). The final
chapter in the Order of the Seers trilogy, titled The Last
Seer (Book III), was released on September 30, 2014.
The Reviews Are In…
“An excellent example of why I
love…indie authors” – A Book and A
Review
“Order of the Seers…is in one word,
outstanding…” – BTS Book Reviews
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“A must read for supernatural fantasy
fans” – Minding Spot
“Held me in its grip from the beginning
to the end” – Book Angels Blog
Book Order Information for These Titles by Cerece Rennie Murphy:
Publisher: LionSky Publishing - Retail Price $15.00 - Distributor: Ingram Book Group - Discount Rate: 55%
ISBN: 9780985621001 (Book I), 9780985621025 (Book II), 9780985621049 (Book III) - Format: Softcover (item # XXXX) $000.00
Returnable: Yes
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Titles by Cerece Rennie Murphy
The Quest to Control the Power of the Seers
Continues….
In the gripping continuation of the Order of the Seers
Trilogy, Joel, Lilli, Liam and Alessandra return to fight
against The Red Order, a new league of clairvoyants
whose sole purpose is to hunt down and annihilate the
Lost Seers. Without the Guild’s mind-controlling drugs,
The Red Order is able to hone its skills to become the
ultimate threat against the Lost Seers. But the question
remains – will the power of The Red Order be enough to
defeat them?
The Red Order follows the epic battle for freedom which
began in Order of the Seers, revealing the secret motives
behind an organization
that exists to exploit and Ba
A
renegade movement that seeks to usher in the next phase
in human evolution.
The journey begins with Order of the Seers (Book I) and
continues with The Red Order (Book II). The final
chapter in the Order of the Seers trilogy, titled The Last
Seer (Book III), was released on September 30, 2014.

The Reviews Are In…
“This sequel..did not disappoint…I look
forward to reading the next book of the
series” – S.J. Wist, Dragon Astor
“Entirely Unique…” – Painted Words Book
Blog
D
“[A] clever well-written sequel” – BTS Book
Reviews
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“This is shaping up to be a fantastic series.”
– Thousand Lives Book Blog
Book Order Information for These Titles by Cerece Rennie Murphy:
Publisher: LionSky Publishing - Retail Price $15.00 - Distributor: Ingram Book Group - Discount Rate: 55%
ISBN: 9780985621001 (Book I), 9780985621025 (Book II), 9780985621049 (Book III) - Format: Softcover (item # XXXX) $000.00
Returnable: Yes
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Titles by Cerece Rennie Murphy
Experience the Epic Conclusion to the
Order of the Seers Trilogy
When the fall of one nemesis unleashes an even
greater danger into the world, Lilli, Joel and the Lost
Seers must stand against an enemy with the means and
the will to destroy all of mankind, starting with those
they hold most dear.
As the Seers mobilize to confront this new evil, the
Guild tries desperately to uphold the crumbling world
order on which it depends. When their attempts to
manage the crisis fail, the members of the Guild are
forced to place themselves at the mercy of an unlikely
ally.
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To defeat this threat and ensure the survival of the
human race, the Seers must push the boundaries of
their abilities beyond any limits they have known and
risk crossing the line between life and death.
How far would you go to protect what matters most?
The journey begins with Order of the Seers (Book I)
and continues with The Red Order (Book II). The
final chapter in the Order of the Seers Trilogy, titled
The Last Seer (Book III), was released on September
30, 2014.
D flowed seamlessly from one book to the next.... The climax
“...A top notch story that
builds...stewing the pot for the unforgettable climax. This is one of the best series I've
had the pleasure to read.” – BTS Reviews
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“Compelling science-fiction with a mix of dark horror, this series is a non-stop ride from
start to finish, complete with a satisfying conclusion.” – S.J. Wist

Book Order Information for These Titles by Cerece Rennie Murphy:
Publisher: LionSky Publishing - Retail Price $15.00 - Distributor: Ingram Book Group - Discount Rate: 55%
ISBN: 9780985621001 (Book I), 9780985621025 (Book II), 9780985621049 (Book III) - Format: Softcover Returnable: Yes
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Titles by Cerece Rennie Murphy
Join Ellis, Freddye and Toro on an
adventure you will never forget……
Ellis Monroe has always been curious about the
world. When his father brings home an ancient
mirror with the power to reveal the truth about
the people and things around him, Ellis begins
to see the world in a whole new way.
But things get more than a little strange when
Ellis brings the mirror to school. While playing
with it on the playground with his best friend,
Toro Quispe, Ellis discovers that someone – or
something – is hiding out at Harriet Tubman
Elementary and trying to stop children from
learning. Determined to solve the new mystery,
Ellis, Toro, and his little sister, Freddye go on a
secret mission to find out the truth about the
troublesome Buddy Cruster and stop whatever
he and his friends have planned.
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Ellis and The Magic Mirror is now available in
hardcover, paperback and ebook.

“Delightful and unexpected. My family of young readers thoroughly enjoyed this book.”
– Tanya Barnett, Founder and CEO, Forever Free Books
“The vocabulary and reading level is very appropriate for second and third grade
D [and] kept my attention. I also like that the main characters are C
readers. The...plot is great
African-American children dealing with normal…lives. I have struggled to find books with
African-American characters who are not stereotyped or set in a time period of racial
struggle…great job!!! .” – M. Erb, 2nd Grade Teacher
“The story kept my children waiting for more with every chapter. They really enjoyed
it.” – E. Mitchell, mother of a 2

Book Order Information for Ellis and The Magic Mirror by Cerece and Aryeh Rennie Murphy:
Publisher: LionSky Publishing – Retail Price: $9.99 (Softcover), $15.99 (Hardcover) – Distributor: Ingram
Book Group – Discount Rate: 55% - Returnable: Yes – ISBN: 9780985621056 (Paperback), 9780985621063
(Hardcover)
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Upcoming Titles by Cerece Rennie Murphy
Join Ellis, Freddye and Toro On
A Brand NEW Underwater
Adventure!

Ellis
and
The Hidden
Cave
(Book 2)

Ellis and his friends dive in to
another adventure when they
travel with the Monroe family
to uncover the mysteries of an
ancient Indian civilization
and find out that trolls are
everywhere! Their discovery
of a hidden cave gives them a
glimpse into a forgotten
underwater world and the
next step in the quest of the
Stonekeeper.
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Coming 2016!
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Book Order Information for Ellis and The Hidden Cave:
Publisher: LionSky Publishing – Retail Price: $9.99 (Softcover), $15.99 (Hardcover) – Distributor: TBD –
Discount Rate: 55% - Returnable: Yes – ISBN: TBD
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Upcoming Titles by Cerece Rennie Murphy
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Coming ~ 2016!
Book Order Information for To Find You by Cerece Rennie Murphy:
Publisher: LionSky Publishing – Retail Price: $15.00 (Softcover) – Distributor: TBD – Discount Rate: 55% Returnable: Yes – ISBN: TBD
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Author Bio
Cerece Rennie Murphy fell in love with science
fiction at the age of seven, watching “Empire
Strikes Back” at the Uptown Theater in
Washington, D.C., with her sister and mom. It’s
a love affair that has grown ever since. As an
ardent fan of John Donne, Alice Walker, Kurt
Vonnegut and Alexander Pope from an early
age, Cerece began exploring her own creative
writing through poetry.
She earned her master’s degrees in social work
and international relations at Boston College and
Johns Hopkins School for Advance International
Studies, respectively, and built a rewarding 15year career in program development,
management and fundraising in the community
and international development arenas – all while
appreciating the stories of human connection
told in science fiction through works like
Octavia Butler’s “Wild Seed,” Frank Herbert’s
“Dune” and “The X-Files.”
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In 2011, Cerece experienced her own
supernatural event - a vision of her first science
fiction story. Shortly after, she began writing
what would become the best-selling Order of the
Seers trilogy. Order of the Seers was selected as
one of The Best Kindle Books of 2014 by
Digital Book Today.
D of Washington,
Cerece lives in her hometown
D.C., with her husband, two children and the
family dog, Yoda.
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Next Projects:
Ms. Murphy is currently developing the sequel to the Ellis and The Magic Mirror early reader children’s
book with her son, a time-bending romance and a 2-part science fiction thriller set in outer space. To learn
more about the author and her upcoming projects, please visit her website at
www.cerecerenniemurphy.com. Review copies of current titles are available upon request.
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